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Whatâ€™s custom is not for everyone. A custom website is built specifically for its targeted audience;
their taste, their expectations, their interests, and their ease. On the other hand a website pre-built /
more oftenly called a template is a design already built without the specific needs of a targeted
market. To understand the types of custom website designs, whatâ€™s more important to know first is
how does a custom website design distinguishes itself from a pre-built website.

A website is a presentation of a business or service. In presenting a business or service its colors,
layout, presentation plays a vital role just as the front store ambiance. When a visitors lands on a
website, its presentation, its design is just like the ambiance of your work place. The ambiance of a
work place is built based on the age group, demography, and specific industry. This is similar to how
a website works. The only difference is that with a website, you do not have human interacting and
entertaining your customers so the website experience is convincing enough to simply get the
customer to act is what a custom website design is all about.

With this fact you follow a â€œdescending ruleâ€•, which is giving your visitor the most valued information
for them on your website right in the middle of the screen when they land on your website home
page and as they scroll down, you place in information in descending interest level chronology. This
means that as the user scrolls down, they get to see the information you tend giving them in a
chronological order.

Once you have sorted your content, the most critical aspect is the design of the site. There are
numerous types of custom websites, mainly; professional website design, social website design,
corporate website design, fun website design. Other commonly known terms are sub-categories of
these main types. There is no defined rule for the designing of websites since it is an art work that
only a quality website designer with vast experience can understand and create keeping the
uniqueness of every new website design one creates.

There is an advantage that when you hire an agency, there are creative heads and design teams
that are planning your design and researching to ensure you get the best design way ahead of your
competition whereas, a designer is only able to self-conclude the depth and detail of a design. 

Bottom line: A custom website designs  requires a quality website design agency.
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